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ABSTRACT

The CSET team at UH-Manoa formed a partnership
with Charley’s Taxi, a large taxi company in Honolulu.
As a CSET partner, we have a portion of the UTC grant
from the US DOT for research on traffic safety equity.
These two resources enabled us to collect two large
datasets for over 200 professional taxi drivers.
One dataset is a comprehensive socio-demographic
survey in which the drivers reveal their perceptions of
distractions while driving. The same drivers took
several tests on a realistic driving simulator, one of
which focused on distraction due to reading specific
texts while driving. The simulator recorded driver
performance data with or without texting. The large
amount of data and observations offer valuable
insights on driver distraction.
The outcomes are important, statistically significant
but not surprising about the negative effects of
distraction on driving performance and traffic safety.
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CONCLUSIONS

v The results are strongly significant and consistent with
literature on driver distractions
v Text messages to taxi drivers are necessary for (1)
giving detailed information, (2) can read it when it is
safer to do so, (3) maintain privacy compared to audio,
and (4) overcome the language barrier
v The location of the text should be optimized in the
dashboard to minimize obstruction and distraction
v Unfortunately some drivers use multiple electronic
devices on board… GPS, taxi company dispatch
system, electronic payment…
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